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A note on unitary dilation theory and state spaces 
CIPRIAN FOIAÇ and ARTHUR E. FRAZHO 
Dedicated to the 70th anniversary of Professor B. Sz.-Nagy and to the 30th anniversary 
of his unitary dilation theorem 
1. Introduction and préliminaires 
The major breakthrough in dilation theory for contractions on a Hilbert space 
was the existence of a minimal unitary dilation obtained in 1953 by B . SZ.-NAGY [15]. 
Lately, the emphasis of dilation theory for contractions has been mainly on minimal 
isometric dilations (functional models, characteristic functions, intertwining lifting 
theorems, etc.). However, the natural abstract framework for certain problems in 
theoretical engineering (Markov realizations of wide sense stationary Gaussian 
random processes [6, 9 — 1 4 ] ) are intimately related to unitary dilations of contrac-
tions. In this way very interesting and new problems arise, in which the emphasis 
lies entirely on unitary dilations. Here we present a solution to one of these problems. 
We follow the notation and terminology in [17]. In particular by a dilation 
we mean a strong (or power) dilation in [8]. Throughout U is a unitary operator 
on i>\ and is a subspace of 5\ such that 
(1.1) ^ = V un§>. 
For a subspace ï of fi we denote by Tx the compression of U to 3Ê, that is 
TX—PXU|3£. A state space X (for §) is a subspace of 5\ such that and 
U is the minimal unitary dilation for Tx. An operator Tx is a state space operator 
if X is a state space for A state space X is minimal if X contains no strictly 
proper state space. Our problem is to obtain a classification of all minimal state 
spaces for This problem is equivalent to certain problems which naturally occur 
in engineering and Markov processes [6, 9—14]. There dilation theory is mentioned 
but not exploited. Here we shall fully exploit dilation theory to obtain all minimal 
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state spaces. It is shown that the minimal state space problem is deeply related 
with infinite-dimensional Jordan model theory [1, 18—21] and the notion of 
property (P) in [3]. In this way new results will be given in Sections 3 and 4 and 
many known results will be derived in a simple manner in Section 2. 
To complete this section some further notation is established. If 5DZ is a sub-
space then St-1 is its orthogonal complement. For a subspace X in ft we define 
3E+ and 3t_ by 
Let T be an operator in X; is cyclic for T if 3E= V T"i). A subspace 2B 
is semi-invariant [4] for T if 2B=9l©S>2 where STCgW, and 9Î are both 
invariant subspaces for T. Obviously ©91-1-. Therefore 20 is semi-
invariant for T if and only if 2B is semi-invariant for T*. Finally, the following 
lemma is needed. Its proof follows from Proposition 1.3 in [4] and the geometry 
of dilation theory [17]. A proof is given in [6]. 
Lemma 1.1. Let U be a unitary operator on ft and X a subspace of ft. 
The following statements are equivalent: 
(a) U is a dilation of Ts. 
(b) ï is semi-invariant for U. 
In this section we develop a basic geometric structure for state spaces. The 
results in this section are not new. In a different form they are more or less contained 
in [9—14] and elsewhere. The proofs are presented for two reasons: first, for 
completeness; secondly and more importantly, to demonstrate the power of our 
approach. That is to demonstrate how minimal unitary dilation theory can be used 
to obtain simple proofs of these results. The following identities will be useful. 
If 9JI, 91 are subspaces then 
(1.2) X+ := V U"X and := V 
(c) Ps X+=PxX+=X. 
(d) Px+X_=PxX_= X. 
2. Basic geometric results 
(2.1) = ( A m ^ e c m r r n j - ) . 
If U is the minimal unitary dilation for Tx then 
(2.2) 
Equation (2.2) follows from (2.1) and Lemma 1.1. It is also a consequence of the 
geometry of minimal unitary dilation theory, [17], Ch. II. 
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Let X be a state space for Following [9—14], X is observable [constructible] 
if X = Px&+ [3£=P3E§_], respectively. From the dilation property X is observable 
[constructible] if and only if § is cyclic for Tx [7^], respectively. The observable, 
respectively constructible part, of X is the subspace defined by 
(2.3a) X0 := V = = ^¡TsT, 
«SO 
(2.3b) Xc := V- Tt § = t ^ w : = P^JI. 
NFEO 
Since X0 is an invariant subspace for Tx and §>^X0 it follows that U is the 
minimal unitary dilation for Tx . Obviously Xg is an observable state space. 
In a similar manner it follows that Xc is a constructible state space. The observable 
and constructible part of X is 
(2.4) Xoc := (X0)c := V = ÎÇJZ. nso 
By construction 3E0C is a constructible state space. Using the observability of X0 
and the fact that Tx is a dilation of Tx , it is easy to verify that Xoc is observable. 
Decomposing: X=Xa®Xd and -£o=3E0iffi£0C where X5,Xoe are the appropriate 
orthogonal subspaces yields: 
(2.5) X — 
Equation (2.5) implies that all state spaces contain a constructible and observable 
state space Xoc. In particular, a minimal state space is constructible and observable. 
If not, one could use (2.5) to obtain a smaller state space. Note X—Xoc if and only 
if X is observable and constructible. This proves half of 
P r o p o s i t i o n 2.1. [14] Let X be a state space. Then X is constructible and 
observable if and only if X is minimal. 
P r o o f (only if). Assume X is constructible and observable. Let 2B be a state 
space contained in X. Lemma 1.1 implies Tx is a dilation for T^. Since 
and thus 2B, is cyclic for Tx we have TWPW=PWTX. (This fact is well known 
[16], p. 1.) This identity implies SIB is an invariant subspace for Tx. Hence 
T*=r*!2B. The constructibility of X yields 
X = V T*nÇ> Q V T*n 9B i 2B. 
«SO nso 
Using 333gï gives 3£=2B and completes the proof. 
As noted earlier Proposition 2.1 is not new [14]. Ruckebusch's proof depends 
upon splitting subspaces and some results in [9]. Here this result was derived 
directly from dilation theory. 
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Let I be a state space. Equation (2.5) demonstrates that Xoc is a minimal 
state space. In a similar manner 3EC0 := (3£c)0 is a minimal state space. From any 
state space X we can obtain possibly two different minimal state spaces, Xoc and Xco. 
Obviously ft is a state space. The minimal state spaces P̂ and g are defined by 
<P:=ftC0 and g :=f t o c . A simple calculation shows that and 
g = P g . Notice that $ [g] is the minimal state space for § contained in the 
past [future §+] of § respectively. Here as in [9—14] the spaces and 
g play an important role in our theory. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 2.2. If X is an observable [a constructive] state space then 
X+ [3E_Qg_], respectively. In particular, if X is minimal then X+ Q 
and 3E_gg_. 
P roof . Assume X is observable. Equations (2.1) and (2.2) give 
So (^ + ) J - = §_n(§+)- L . This, and the observability of X (i.e., 3E=$S$+ 
by.(2.3a)) implies that X is orthogonal to 0P+)-1-. Hence and X+Qty+. 
A similar argument proves the other part. 
The following will be useful. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 2.3. Let X be a state space and Xc [3EJ its constructible 
[observable] part, respectively. Then 3Ec+=3£+ and X0_—X_. 
Proof . Decomposing X=3Ec©3£g with (2.2) gives: 
(2.6) X+ =ic©3£ s©(3£_)^ and Xc+ = Se©(3e_)J-. 
Using XC+QX+ implies: 
(2.7) (Xr..y Q X-c@(X_y. 
To prove £C+=3E+ it is sufficient to show that we have equality in (2.7). Assume 
x is in (£_)-*- and x is orthogonal to (3EC_)X. Clearly x is in Xc_. Using 
Xc_ Q places x in X . Hence x is in Xe. This and (2.3b) verifies that x is 
orthogonal to Since x is in 3£g, (2.6) shows that x is orthogonal to Xc+. 
Combining: 
* _ L ( § - V £ c + ) i ( S - V § + ) = ft. 
Therefore x = 0 and there is equality in (2.7). The other part follows by duality. 
One can easily derive Propositions 2.2 and 2.3 directly from the Lifting Theorem 
(Theorem 2.3 p. 66 in [17]). Let us show this for Proposition 2.3. 
A l t e r n a t e p r o o f of P ropos i t i on 2.3. Since Xc is an invariant subspace 
for T£ we have T^Q* = Q*T^ . Here Q* is the operator mapping Xc into 
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X defined by Q*:=PX\£C. Obviously QTX=TXQ and Q=Px\X. Notice that 
U is the minimal unitary dilation for both Tx and Tx . By the Lifting Theorem 
there exists a contraction R on ft such that 
Q = i ^ i ? !* , RX+ Q Xc+ and UR = RU. 
Note Qh=h for all h in Thus Rh=h for all h in Since U commutes 
with R we have R=I, the identity. Hence X+ §X C + and X + = X C + . 
The following will be useful. Similar results are given in [14] and elsewhere. 
P ropos i t i on 2.4. If X is a constructive [an observable] state space such that 
X+ £ [X_ ^ 5_] then Tx [Tg] is a quasi-affine transform of T^ [TJ, respectively. 
In particular, if X is a minimal state space then Tx is a quasi-affine transform 
°f Ty [r^], respectively. 
Proof . Assume X is constructible and Applying Lemma 1.1 gives 
(for all /¡£§ and n^O), 
(2.8) PxT%"h = PXPV+ U*"h = PxU*"h = T£nh and PxT%T$"h = TiPxP^"h. 
Let Q be the operator mapping into X defined by Q.= Px\ty- Equation (2.8) 
and the construcfibility of implies QT^=TXQ. This, the constructibility of 
X and Qh=h for all h in § shows that Q has dense range in X. Obviously 
TyQ*=Q*Tx where Q*=P^\X,. This, the observability of $ and Q*h=h for 
all h in § shows that Q* has dense range in Thus Q is a quasi-affinity. 
This completes the first part. The second part follows by a similar argument. 
3. Consequences of general dilation theory 
In this section we list several results which are trivial consequences of the 
previous section and unitary dilation theory [17]. Some of these results have not been 
noted before and would be difficult to obtain without dilation theory. Others 
(namely (1), and part of (2)) were previously obtained without consulting dilation 
theory. 
(1) Let X be a state space for Then Tnx^0 [T%n - 0 ] in the strong 
operator topology as «-<*> if and only if f | £/*"X_ = {0} [ f | i/"X+={0}], 
neo nso 
respectively. 
(2) Assume X is a state space and Tx is a completely nonunitary contraction. 
Then Tx is a C.0 , C0., C . l 5 C±. contraction if and only if its characteristic function 
is inner, *-inner, outer, *-outer, respectively. 
Parts (1) and (2) are trivial consequences of [17], ch. II and ch. VI. Parts (3) 
and (4) follow from Propositions 2.1, 2.2, 2.4 with [17] ch. II. 
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(3) ([14]) The set of all minimal state spaces are of the same dimension. In 
particular, admits a finite-dimensional state space if and only if or g is 
finite dimensional. 
(4) Assume that Tv [Ty is a C.0 [C0.] contraction and X is a minimal state 
space; respectively. Then Tx is a C.0[C0.] contraction respectively. In particular 
if r<p is a C. o and is a C0. contraction then Ts is a C00 contraction. 
From [17] ch. VI sec. 5 we have 
(5) Assume § is finite dimensional and there exists a Cqq contraction for 
a state space operator. Then all minimal state space operators are C0 contractions 
with finite defect indices. 
Our final remark follows from Section 2 and the Jordan model theory in [1, 
18—21] (see also Lemma 4.1 below). 
(6) Assume that there exists a C0 contraction for a state space operator, then 
all minimal state space operators are C0 contractions, quasi-similar, and have the 
same Jordan model. 
4. Minimality and property (P) 
The results in the rest of this paper are believed to be new. In this section we 
obtain a classification of all minimal state spaces when T^ is a C0 contraction 
with property (P) [3]. An example is given to demonstrate that the C„ assumption 
is natural to the problem. Our approach depends heavily on the infinite Jordan 
model theory in [1, 18—21] and C0 contractions with property (P) [3]. Throughout 
we follow the notation and terminology established there. If m is an inner function 
then $>(m):=H2QmH2 and S(m) is the operator on §(/«) defined by S(m)f— 
= P s ( m ) e " / where /£ §>(m). A contraction T on X has property (P), if A on 
I is any injection such that AT=TA then A is a quasi-affinity.[3]. We begin with 
some results in [1, 3, 18—21], which we shall need. 
Lemma 4.1. Let T on X be a C0 contraction and T on X be any contraction. 
I) The following statements are equivalent: 
a) T is a quasi-affine transform of f . 
b) T is a quasi-affine transform of T. 
c) T is a quasi-similar to f . 
d) f is a C0 contraction and t has the same Jordan model as T. 
II) If any of a), b), c) or d) is valid and T has property (P) then T is a C0 
contraction with property (P). 
III) T has property (P) if and only if T* has property (P). If 2B is semi-
invariant for T and T has property (P), then Tm(:=PwT |2B) is a C„ contraction 
with property (P). 
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IV) T has property (P) if and only if given any semi-invariant subspace SB for 
T such that Tw and T have the same Jordan model then 2B = X. 
Proof . Part I follows from [1, 18—21]. Parts II and III are in [3]. Now for 
part IV. Assume T has property (P) and Tw has the same Jordan model as T. 
Let 9B = 5Di©9t where 9Pi and are invariant subspaces for T. Since is 
invariant for Tw we have = |2B. Let 
© 5 (m;), © S(md, © S(oji), © S(<5,-) 
I I I I 
be the Jordan models for respectively. Clearly T£tX=XT%B 
where X is the identity operator injecting 2B into 93i. Proposition 2 in [18] or 
[20] implies c5, divides m; for all i. Furthermore, TY=YTW where Y is the 
identity operator injecting 2)1 into X. Consulting Proposition 2 of [18] or [20] 
again implies mt divides tOj for all /. Combining, <u, = H7; for all i. Therefore 
T, Tm and Tw all admit the same Jordan model. By Lemma 4.1.1 there exists 
a quasi-affinity A mapping X into 9JI such that AT=TmA = TA. Since T has 
property (P): X = AX = iSl and 2B = 3E©9il is invariant for T*. There exists a 
quasi-affinity B mapping X into 2B such that BT* = T^B = T*B. By Lemma 
4.1.Ill, T* also has property (P): consequently 3£=J5X = 9C. This completes 
half the proof of part IV. 
The other half follows by contradiction. Assume that T does not have property 
(P). Then there exists an injection A on X such that TA—AT and AX^X. 
Notice that AX is invariant for T. Lemma 4.1.1 implies that T\AX and T have 
the same Jordan model. Since AX^X the proof is complete. 
We begin with 
Theorem 4.1. Let § admit a state space 2B such that Tw is a C0 contrac-
tion with property (P). Then a state space X is minimal if and only if Tx is a C0 
contraction and has the same Jordan model as T~ or T^. In this case, all minimal 
state spaces Tx are C0 contractions with the same Jordan model as T~ or T^. 
Proof . First it is shown that T^ is a C0 contraction with property (P). 
Equation (2.5) shows that 2B contains a minimal state space 2B0C which is semi-
invariant for Tw. Lemma 4.1.UI implies Tm is a CQ contraction with property 
(P). By Proposition 2.4, Tw is a quasi-affine transform of T^. By Lemma 4.1 .II 
Ty is a C0 contraction with property (P). 
Now assume X is a minimal state space. Proposition 2.4 implies Tx is a quasi-
affine transform of T^. By Lemma 4.1.1 and the preceeding paragraph, Tx is 
a C0 contraction and has the same Jordan model as . 
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Assume Tx is a C0 contraction with the same Jordan model as . Lemma 
4.1.1 implies Tx is a C0 contraction with property (P). Equation (2.5) shows 
that X contains a minimal state space Xoc semi-invariant for Tx. Proposition 2.4 
assigns the same Jordan model to both and Tv. Hence Ts and Tt 
have the same Jordan model. Lemma 4.1.IV gives X=Xoc and completes the proof. 
Our classification of all minimal state spaces is given in 
Theorem 4.2. Let § admit a state space such that T is a C0 contraction 
with property (P). Then there is a one to one correspondence between the set of all 
minimal state spaces for § and the set of all invariant subspaces © [3] for U [£/*] 
such that 
(4.1) g © g <p+ [<p_ g 3 i 0r-L 
respectively. In this case, the set of all minimal state spaces for § are {Pffig)_ } [ {P3§+}] 
where ©[3] is an invariant subspace for U [U*] satisfying (4.1), respectively. 
Proof . Assume X is a minimal state space. Obviously X+ is an invariant 
subspace for U. Proposition 2.2 implies that © = X + satisfies (4.1). By constructi-
bility £ = P i + § _ = P ^ § ~ 
Now assume © is invariant for U and satisfies (4.1). Let £ = P S 5 _ . Notice 
that © is a state space and X is its constructible part. Proposition 2.3 gives 
3E+= ©+ = ©. Proposition 2.4 implies Tx is a quasi-affine transform of T^. 
Ty is a C0 contraction with property (P) (see the proof of Theorem 4.1). Thus 
T j is a C0 contraction, and by Lemma 4.1.1 and Theorem 4.1, X is a minimal 
state space. Hence the correspondence 3£«© (X=P ( 5§_) is bijective. This 
completes the proof of the first part. The second part follows in a similar manner. 
Lemma 4.2. Let T on X be a C0 contraction. If any one of the following 
statements holds then T has property (P): 
(a) T is a weak contraction; 
(b) T has finite multiplicity; 
(c) T has finite defect indices. 
Lemma 4.2 follows from [2, 3,21]. Recall that (c) implies (b) and (b) implies (a). 
Lemma 4.2, Theorem 4.2 and (5) in Section 3 gives 
Coro l l a ry 4.2. The conclusion of Theorem 4.2 is valid if any one of the following 
statements is true for any state space operator Tx. 
(i) Tx is a weak C0 contraction; 
(ii) Tx is a C0 contraction with finite multiplicity; 
(iii) Tx is a C0 contraction with finite defect indices; 
(iv) T£ is a C00 contraction and § is finite dimensional; 
(v) § is finite dimensional and T„ or Ts is a C0 contraction. 
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Obviously (v) <=> (i v) (iii) => (ii) => (i). 
The following shows that one cannot remove the C0 assumption in Theorem 4.2. 
E x a m p l e 4.1. Here we will construct a system U, ft and © such that 
© is an invariant subspace for U satisfying (4.1) and X=Pm9j_ is a not a minimal 
state space. To this end, let z:=e" and U be the bilateral shift on £ 2 = f t . 
(Here L2=L\0,2n) and Uf=zf for / in L2) It is easy to see that TR=U has 
the property (P) (cf. [8], Problem 115). Let § equal the one dimensional space 
spanned by ez. The space © will be defined later. Finally 
(4.2) U+:=U\H2 and K2:= L2Q(zH2). 
We begin the proof of our counter example. Since ez is outer: 
(4.3) = g + = H2 and ft = L2 = V U"9>. 
Consulting [5] implies ez is cyclic for U*+. A simple calculation gives: 
(4.4) g := = V Ufe* = H2. 
nSO 
Therefore Recall §+ • Note ez has an inverse in Lr. 
Hence § - = V K 2 = e z K 2 . 
Obviously We claim . 
(4.5) y = = e*K2. 
Let ezh* be any element in that is orthogonal to Sp. (Here h is in H2 and 
h* is its complex conjugate.) Using S$=Ps> H2 shows that ez is orthogonal 
to hH2. Hence ez is orthogonal to hfl2 where ht is the inner part of h. Equiv-
alently ez is in H2&hiH2. Since ez is cyclic for U* and H2QhtH2 is invariant 
for U* we have h=0. Therefore ezh*=0 and (4.5) holds. 
Equation (4.5) gives ^3+=Z,2. Let ij/ be any nonconstant inner function. 
Let ffi=ij/*H2. Then H2=$+Q®Qy+=L2. Consulting [5] implies ipez is also 
cyclic for U*. A calculation gives: 
X = M l = PrH*ezK2 = iii*(PH,4>ezK2) = V U%"(^e*)] = "A*H2. 
nm o 
Hence X=<5=i¡/*H2. Obviously X is not a minimal state space. It strictly contains 
the minimal state space g = / f 2 . The example is now complete. 
R e m a r k 4.1. In Example 4.1 the space § only admits two minimal state 
spaces and g. 
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Classifications of all minimal state spaces are given in [9, 10, 13, 14] and else-
where. It was shown in [11] that the proofs given there were not correct. In fact, 
Example 4.1 can be used to demonstrate that these results are not valid for certain 
infinite dimensional vector spaces. Recently [11] corrected some of the proofs in 
[9, 10, 13, 14] and showed that the classification of all minimal state spaces in [9, 10, 
13, 14] (and elsewhere) were indeed valid for certain § and U. It turns out that 
the results in [11] are equivalent to Corollary 4.2 part (v). However the methods in 
[11] do not extend to the general case Theorem 4.2. Here we have shown that property 
(P) plays an important role in obtaining all state spaces. Property (P) also plays 
an important role in deterministic systems theory [6] and other problems in operator 
theory [3, 21]. 
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